Given the consensus that pressure improves cation order in most of known materials, a discovery of pressure-induced disorder could require reconsideration of order-disorder transition in solid state physics/chemistry and geophysics. Double perovskites Y 2 CoIrO 6 and Y 2 CoRuO 6 synthesized at ambient pressure show B-site order, while the polymorphs synthesized at 6 and 15 GPa are partially-ordered and disordered respectively. With the decrease of ordering degrees, the lattices are shrunken and the crystal structures alter from monoclinic to orthorhombic symmetry. Correspondingly, long-range ferrimagnetic order in the B-site ordered phases are gradually overwhelmed by B-site disorder. Theoretical calculations suggest that unusual unit cell compressions under external pressures unexpectedly stabilize the disordered phases of Y 2 CoIrO 6 and Y 2 CoRuO 6 .
Introduction
As a fundamental thermodynamic variable, pressure is experimentally controllable to tune and alter structural, chemical, physical, and mechanical properties. It can also extend new phases by altering crystal structures or atomic orders of an existing material. The discovery of post-perovskite phase under extremely high-pressure successfully explained the origin of the D'' seismic discontinuity in lower mantle 1, 2 .
Via modifying long-range hydrogen ordering, pressure can modify the ferroelectric state of the potassium dihydrogen phosphate 3, 4 .
Order-disorder effects in materials are of fundamental interest to solid state sciences [5] [6] [7] . Polymorphs with identical chemical formula, but different ordering degrees, can have altered crystal symmetry and hence distinct properties.
Order-disorder transitions have been experimentally and theoretically studied in alloys and mineralogical systems [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In addition to temperature, pressure has also been applied to modify atomic ordering, owing to the development of high-pressure techniques 5, [13] [14] [15] . Although pressure generally improves cation order, particularly in most rock-forming minerals, obtaining insight of pressure-controlled order-disorder transition could generate new techniques to improve performances of materials, and build more rational models of transport properties of minerals that constitute the deep interiors of our planet, as the post-perovskite demonstrated. Double perovskites (DP) with formula A 2 B'B''O 6 containing exactly 50% B' and 50% B'' cations at the B-site, can form B-site ordered, partially ordered or disordered polymorphs 16 . Hence this family provides ideal models to investigate order-disorder effects which have attracted extensive attention of researchers [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Generally large differences in oxidation states and cation radii of B' and B'' tends to enhance cation order in DPs. In this case the disordering will raise the energy, due to local strain/distortion from neighboring B'-B'/B''-B'' and electrostatic repulsion from highly charged B''-B'' (B'' is defined with higher oxidation state than B'), thereby stabilizing the B-site ordered phase 20 . The disordered phases will also have larger lattice volumes, since the distance of neighboring B''-B'' will be additionally enlarged owing to strong repulsion 18 . The application of pressure always drives smaller cell volumes and consequently, stabilizes the cation ordered phases over the disordered phases. In multiple experiments, synthesis pressure has been used to improve B-site order of the ambient-phases 22-24 . For example, Sr 2 FeReO 6 obtained under ambient pressure has s ≈ 0.7 while the high-pressure-synthesized sample is nearly completely ordered (s ≈ 1) 25 .
This simple mechanism for pressure-induced ordering in DPs works well until one finds higher synthesis pressure decreasing B-site order in Y 2 CoIrO 6 (YCIO) and Y 2 CoRuO 6 (YCRO) as shown in this work. The former is a new DP while the ordered phase of the latter was recently reported 26 27 . In the insets of Figure 1 (a), the normalized (011) peak is pronounced for YCIO-0G, while it decays dramatically for YCIO-6G and vanishes for YCIO-15G, indicating the loss of B-site order. Consequently, YCIO-0G and YCIO-6G are refined with P2 1 /n space group by Rietveld analysis. The obtained parameters are tabulated in Table 1 and 4S. Figure 1 Similar pressure-induced order-disorder transition occurs in YCRO. YCRO-0G is isostructural to YCIO-0G with s YCRO-0G = 0.84, consistent with previous report 26 . In contrast, in the inset of Figure 1 presumably due to minor B-site disorder. Nevertheless, the long-range magnetic ordering phase transition is evidenced by a clear "λ"-shape peak in the specific heat versus temperature (C P (T)) curve ( Figure S8 ). The saturated hysteresis loop in Figure   2 (d) evidences a robust magnetic order. Above T C , a hyperbola-like inverse susceptibility (χ −1 (T)) is a feature of ferrimagnetism (FiM) 26 Figure 2 (c), under H = 0.1 T, the shape peak at 50 K suggests an antiferromagnetic (AFM) transition. However, with increasing H, the peak is smeared and the divergence between ZFC and FC is vanishing. In Figure 2 For YCRO-15G, we obtained Curie-Weiss parameters: μ eff = 6.03 μ B /f.u. and θ = -328.7 K. The former is comparable to that of YCIO-0G (μ eff = 5.68 μ B /f.u.) while that of the latter is over 200% of the ordered phase (θ = -162 K) 26 .
Theoretical analyses. It is essential to explain the pressure-induced order-disorder phase in this compound. As already noted, usually, pressure tends to increase cation order in a crystal structure. However, YCIO and YCRO show the opposite trend. To explain the unusual behaviors, we applied the recently proposed order-disorder theory to our compounds 19, 30 . The thermodynamic potential, G  E − TS + PV, where E, S, and P are internal energy, entropy and applied pressure, respectively. Then at certain temperature and pressure the difference between ordered and disordered phases is:
If ΔG > 0, then the ordered phase is favorable, and vice versa. Generally, with increasing disordering one always has ΔE > 0, due to local strain/distortion, and −TΔS < 0. The third term, PΔV, becomes crucial for order-disorder transition: it could promote or impede the formation of an ordered phase depending on the sign of ΔV.
Namely, pressure assists cation ordering when ΔV > 0 and hinders it, when ΔV < 0.
A rough approximation is that the higher-charged cation (B'') determines the average bond length of the disordered phase due to its stronger (than that of the B') Based on the above mechanism, we plot the general phase diagram for This indicates that the slight charge transfer between Co and Ir indeed benefits pressure-induced order-disorder transition in YCIO.
We now turn to investigate the electronic structure of YCIO-0G and YCRO-0G, the B-site ordered phases. The experimental crystal structure P2 1 /n was adopted for DFT calculations. Figure 4 shows the electronic density of states with FiM ordering. High pressure has been widely used to synthesize B-site ordered or disordered DPs for decades 32, 33 . However, surprisingly, YCIO and YCRO are the first two DPs, to the best of our knowledge, to show pressure-induced B-site disorder. Typically, increasing pressure is used to improve cation order rather than disorder, based on the aforementioned assumption that decreasing cell volume leads to higher ordering. 5 Furthermore, B-site ordered A 2 B' m+ B'' n+ O 6 with n ≥ 5 20 , are overwhelmingly more numerous than others. Generally it is difficult to induce disorder by overcoming the electrostatic repulsions between the highly charged B''-cations 20 primarily due to the substantially larger effective cation size of Co 2+ compared to that of Ir 4+ (Ru 4+ ), thereby rendering V = V dis -V ord < 0. Thus ΔG = G dis -G ord = ΔE -TΔS + PΔV < 0 at high pressure due to the negative PΔV, so that this unusual volume change (V dis < V ord at high P) stabilizes the disordered phase with increasing pressure.
YCIO
Pressure-induced disorder in Y 2 CoIrO 6 and Y 2 CoRuO 6 is contrary to traditional theories of order-disorder mechanism and will lead to reconsideration of pressure-effects in solid state sciences. also can be synthesized with YCIO-0G and YCRO-0G samples as precursors under the same reaction conditions. Phase purity and crystal symmetry of all the samples were determined with laboratory PXD. Rietveld refinements were performed using the GSAS software packages 34 .
Methods

Synthesis and laboratory powder X-ray diffractions (PXD
Energy dispersive analysis (EDX) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
All plane-wave (FLAPW) method implemented in the WIEN2k code. 35 Generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) was used for the exchange-correlation functional 36 . Due to the heavy elements of Ir and Ru in title compounds, the spin-orbit coupling was taken into account in the second variation method. In order to consider the correlation effect, GGA + U was adopted within the fully localized limit 37, 38 Table 1 Selected structural parameters as determined by Rietveld refinements. 
